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Abstract
A pointed homotopy theory is left semistable if 
 is isomorphic to the identity. This gives
the proper characterization of \innite loop spaces". It reduces in the standard case to any of the
current descriptions, while the free semistabilization has a universal property which guarantees
its uniqueness. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18E; 18G; 55P
1. Introduction
The literature of innite loop spaces is inordinately large. It includes three families
of denitions, viz., as spaces X admitting an operation by some E1 operad [6], as
algebras over some suitable triple (=monad) [4], or as special  -spaces [9], in each
case satisfying an additional condition of the form \0X is a group". These are all
tied together by exhibiting senses in which these several conditions lead to the \same"
notions [7].
This state of aairs might suggest that a more persuasive denition remains to be
proposed. In fact, the diculty seems to lie rather deeper, in what (to risk paronomasia)
analytic philosophers have called a category error: if we parse \innite loop" as an
adjective it may be questioned whether \space" is a noun which it may properly modify.
To illustrate this observation we may have recourse to the closely related example
of \stable" which is applied not to spaces nor even to spectra but rather to a category
of which spectra are the objects [8]. It has even been argued (cf. [2]) that the adjective
\stable" is more properly applied not to homotopy categories but to appropriate homo-
topy theories. It will be contended here that this is also the case for \innite loop".
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In support of this contention we shall identify a class of geometric homotopy theories,
including classical pointed homotopy, for which any of the denitions alluded to above
is equivalent to left semistability, i.e. the condition that the unit  : id ! 
 be an
isomorphism. Furthermore, we shall show that for each geometric homotopy theory
T there is a hyperfunctor T ! T 0 which is universal for cocontinuous hyperfunctors
into left semistable geometric theories, so that the so-called \uniqueness of innite
loop-space machines" becomes a consequence of this universal property.
In the course of this discussion we shall also see that for geometric theories semista-
bility is equivalent to additivity. Thus what the theory of innite loop spaces is about is
semistable, or equivalently, additive, geometrical homotopy theories, just as the theory
of spectra is about stable homotopy theories. This encompasses a huge generalization.
The generality, however, is not gratuitous; it is, rather, imposed by the necessity of
providing the context in which the investigation proceeds.
Needless to say this context is the one introduced in [1] and further developed in
[2,3]. In particular, the notion of homotopical algebra dened in [1] has to be some-
what enlarged. Homotopical algebra is just the homotopical version of Lawvere’s [5]
rendition of universal algebra in terms of categorical semantics. Homotopical semantics,
it will appear, diers in some essential ways from Lawvere semantics. These dierences
may well repay more study, which remains however yet to be undertaken.
2. Algebras and homotopical algebras
We begin with a modest generalization of Lawvere’s notion of an algebraic theory
[5]. A natural number n being the set f0; 1; : : : ; n− 1g of its predecessors and the set
of these being denoted by N we write  for the subcategory of Sets with object-set
N and morphisms generated by
m −!m+ n  − n
with j = j and j = m + j. By a proalgebraic theory we mean a category H with
H0 = N which contains  (more precisely, with an imbedding  ! H). Thus an
algebraic theory in the sense of Lawvere is just a proalgebraic theory such that for
each m; n the maps ;  are the injections of a coproduct. Morphisms of proalgebraic
theories are just functors preserving , yielding a category of proalgebraic theories
with algebraic theories as a full subcategory.
If H is a proalgebraic theory and C is a category with nite products an H-algebra
in C is a functor X : Hop ! C such that for each m; n
Xm
X −Xm+n X−!Xn (2.1)
are the projections of a product. If H is an algebraic theory this coincides with Law-
vere’s notion. The category Alg(H;C) of H algebras in C has as its morphisms,
called homomorphisms, the natural transformations. The underlying C-object functor
U : Alg(H;C)! C is evaluation at 1.
Dually coalgebras are functors H! C such that ;  yield injections of a coproduct.
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Lawvere’s discussion shows that the category of algebraic theories is reective in
the category of proalgebraic theories, the reection H 7! thH being characterized by
the property that Alg(thH;C)! Alg(H;C), given by composition with the unit of the
reection, is an equivalence of categories.
Lawvere shows also that the category of algebraic theories has a coherent
symmetric monoidal structure (H;K) 7! H  K, the Kronecker product, characterized
by Alg(H; Alg(K;C))  Alg(H  K;C).
If T is a homotopy theory and H is a proalgebraic theory we dene a homotopical
H-algebra in T as an object X of T [Hop], i.e. an object of some T [Hop]C, such that
the condition of (2:1) holds, or in other words such that dgmHopX is an H-algebra.
These are the objects of a full subhypercategory of T [Hop] which we denote by H^T .
The argument of Heller [1] shows that if T is a regular homotopy theory then H^T is
a localization of T [Hop] and is thus once again a regular homotopy theory. The notion
of homotopical coalgebra is dened dually.
The underlying object hyperfunctor U : H^T ! T is, as for algebras, just evaluation
at 1. When T is regular it has a left adjoint, the free homotopical algebra hyperfunctor
F : T ! H^T , the composition of the left homotopy Kan extension along 1 : 1 ! H
with the localizing hyperfunctor.
Homotopical algebras are to be carefully distinguished from algebras. Although we
may associate to a regular homotopy theory T and a proalgebraic theory H a hyper-
category Alg(H; T )THop it is not in general a homotopy theory. It is probably false
in general that H^T dthHT , although a counterexample remains to be made explicit.
It is certainly false in general, even for algebraic theories, that H^K^T  [H  KT .
It is obvious, on the other hand, that H^K^T  K^H^T . Indeed both may be identied
with the full subhypercategory of X in T [HopKop] such that dgmHopX and dgmKopX
are both algebras. We may describe H^K^T as the homotopy theory of homotopical
H;K bialgebras in T . When, as in the present instance, several theories are present
we may introduce subscripts to distinguish the underlying object and free homotopical
algebra hyperfunctors and write, for example, UH;K =UHUK for the underlying object
hyperfunctor of bialgebras. Multialgebras may be treated analogously.
3. Some examples: \special " and \special  "
To forestall confusion we recall that, for any category C, C(X; Y ) and Cop(Y; X ) are
the same set. In the simplicial index category , (m; n) is the set of order-preserving
maps m+1! n+1 (where we have conated the set n+1 with the ordered set often
denoted by [n]). We imbed  in  by taking, in , the maps
m+ 1 −!m+ n+ 1  − n+ 1;
to be i 7! i and j 7! m+ j. Thus  becomes a proalgebraic theory. The -algebras in
any C with nite products are the monoids in C , so that th is the algebraic theory
of monoids.
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In Segal’s category  ,  (m; n) is the set of partial maps n * m. We imbed  in  
by  7!  , where  j=i if and only if i  j<(i+1). Then   is also a proalgebraic
theory and th  is the algebraic theory of commutative monoids.
We denote by G and A the algebraic theories of groups and of abelian groups; we
have, accordingly, the diagram of proalgebraic theories
 ! th ! G
# # #
  ! th  ! A
(3.1)
In the standard homotopy theory , (^)1 is precisely Segal’s homotopy category
of special -spaces while ( ^)1 is the homotopy category of special  -spaces.
The category   has moreover a coherent symmetric monoidal structure ./ :   
  !   given by (m; n) 7! mn and (;  ) 7! m0 ; n0(   )−1m;n, where  is, say, the
lexicographical ordering.
If T is a regular pointed homotopy theory the hyperfunctor T [ ./op ] : T [ op] !
T [ op   op] takes  ^T into  ^ ^T and the composition UT [ ./op ] is the identity. If
we say that a homotopy theory T is semiadditive whenever each TC is or, in other
words, when X t Y ! X  Y is always an isomorphism, we may make the following
observations.
Lemma 3.2. If T is a pointed regular homotopy theory then  ^T is semiadditive.
For every object in  ^T has the structure of a commutative monoid in  ^T .
Lemma 3.3. If T is a semiadditive regular homotopy theory then U  :  ^T ! T and
U : ^T ! T are equivalences.
The arguments for the two assertions are similar; it will be sucient to give the
latter. We do this by computing the free homotopical algebra hyperfunctor T ! ^T .
If X is in T then
(L[1! ]X )n =
a
op(1; n)
X
is a coproduct of n + 2 copies of X , corresponding to the order-preserving maps
n+1! 2. (In particular, when n=0 this gives X X ). But Tconstop (X X ) imbeds
in this and maps trivially to any Y in ^T . Thus, the cobre of the imbedding is the
free homotopical algebra generated by X . Its value at 1 is of course just X .
Corollary 3.4. If T is a pointed regular homotopy theory then the free homo-
topical algebra hyperfunctor T !  ^T is universal for cocontinuous hyperfunctors
into semiadditive regular homotopy theories.
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4. Loop space and loop group
In a pointed homotopy theory T the loop-space hyperfunctor 
 : T ! T is dened
by the condition that 
X be the bre of  ! X , which is to say the homotopy pullback
of  ! X  . We recall ([1, Chapter IV]) that a pointed homotopy theory is tensored
and cotensored over  by the hyperfunctors
T [Cop][CD]− _⊗C−! T [D];
[CD]op  T [D] Hom

D−! T [Cop]
with − _⊗C a HomD(X;−). In particular, 
 is canonically isomorphic to Hom(S1;−)
where S1 is the circle, i.e. the suspension of S0 = +. The left adjoint  of 
, the
suspension hyperfunctor, is thus isomorphic to − _⊗S1.
We shall write S
0
for constopS
0 and J for the composition ! th! G. Then
((LJ ) S
0
)n  colimJ#n S0 But J # n is the barycentric renement of the nerve NFn
where Fn=G(1; n) is the free group generated by n=f0; 1; : : : ; n−1g so that, classically,
((LJ ) S
0
)n=S1_  _S1, with n summands. Thus ((LJ ) S0)n is a homotopical cogroup
in . We denote it by ~S
1
. Its underlying space is of course just S1.
It follows that Hom( ~S
1
;−) : T ! T [Gop] has its values in G^T . We denote its
corestriction by ~
 : T ! G^T . This is the loop group hyperfunctor. Evidently UG ~
=
.
We write also ~ : G^T ! T for its left adoint, the restriction of − _⊗G ~S1. This is not,
to be sure, any sort of suspension. We shall anticipate the discussion below and call
it the bar construction.
5. Segal’s lemma
In Segal’s variant [9] of Stashe’s delooping theorem there appears the functor
X 7! jjX jj from simplicial spaces to spaces, constructed as a geometrical realization
taking account of faces but not of degeneracies. It is easy to see that, at the level of
homotopy, this is just the homotopy colimit, which may also be expressed as −⊗  :
(op) ! . The pointed version is thus − _⊗ S
0
which, for typographical reasons,
we shall denote by Re.
Applied to the inclusion of the 1-skeleton X 1 of an X in [op] this yields Re X 1 !
Re X . If X is a reduced simplicial space, i.e. if X0 is contractible, then Re(X 1)  X1.
We denote the transpose of the corresponding hypernatural transformation X1 ! Re X
with respect to the adjunction  a 
 by  : X1 ! 
ReX .
Lemma 5.1 (Segal [9]). If X is a special -space and the the monoid 0X1 is a group
then  : X1 ! 
ReX is a homotopy equivalence.
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We rewrite this, for our present purposes, in the following way, recalling that the
condition that 0X1 be a group in 1 is, classically, equivalent to X1 being a group
in 1.
Lemma 5.2. If X is in ^ and the monoid dgmopX is a group then  : UX ! 
ReX
is an isomorphism.
We shall say that a pointed regular homotopy theory which shares this property with
 is geometric.
Corollary 5.3. If T is geometric then the unit ~ : id! ~
 ~ of the adjunction ~ a ~

is an isomorphism.
For
~X  X _⊗G ~S1
= X _⊗G (LJ ) S0
 Re J^X:
Applying the underlying-space functor U to ~ : id! ~
 ~ we get
UGX = UJ^ X ! 
Re J^X = 
 ~X; (5.4)
which by (4.2) is an isomorphism. But the hyperfunctors U reect isomorphisms.
It is of course this corollary which justies calling ~ a bar construction.
Corollary 5.5. If T is geometric then the counit ~ : ~
 ! id has the property that
~
 ~ and hence U ~
 ~= 
 ~ are isomorphisms.
From this we may extract a description of the free homotopical group hyperfunctor
FG as well, viz., FG  ~
 with the unit  and the counit  of the adjunction
~
 a 
 ~ being given by the conditions 
 ~ =  and ~ = ~
 ~.
The condition that a homotopy theory be geometric is quite strong. For example,
representable homotopy theories are in general nongeometric. It is, however, reasonably
durable. The denition makes it clear that if T is geometric so also, for any C, is
T [C]. Furthermore if S is a localization of T then G^S is a localization of G^T and the
loop-group hyperfunctor of T restricts to that of S. Thus if T is geometric, so also is
S. In particular for any proalgebraic theory H, H^T is geometric.
If T is geometric, G^T , the homotopy theory of loop-groups in T , is once more
geometric. Thus, G^
n
T is the homotopy theory of n-fold iterated loop-groups in T .
6. The main theorems
These consist of a recognition theorem, which identies left semistable homotopy
theories, and a reection theorem, which constructs them.
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Theorem 6.1. The following conditions on a geometric homotopy theory are equivalent:
1: T is left semistable.
2: T is additive.
3: UG : G^T ! T is an equivalence.
The rst condition implies that any object of T is, for any n, an n-fold loop space;
the additivity then follows from an argument too familiar to need to be repeated here.
For the next implication consider the diagram
supplemented by  : U ! 
.
The left-hand triangle commutes. By (5:2),  is an isomorphism since, for any X ,
UJ^ X is an abelian group, a fortiori a group in T . By (4:3), ~ : id! ~
 ~  ~
Re J^ is
an isomorphism. But
UJ^
~
Re = UG ~
Re  
Re  U:
Since, by (3:3), U is an equivalence, J^ , 
Re, and hence UG as well are all equiva-
lences.
For the nal implication observe that 
 ~ : 
 ~ ~
 ! 
 is an isomorphism. But

 ~ ~
  UGFG.
The last condition asserts that the homotopy theory of loop groups on T is equivalent
to T . Together with the rst this oers a reasonable argument that T is a \homotopy
theory of innite loop spaces", although it seems more ecient simply to say that it
is left semistable or even that it is additive. A further argument for the identication
of such homotopy theories is provided by the reection theorem.
Theorem 6.2. If T is a geometric homotopy theory then G^  ^T is additive and the
free bialgebra hyperfunctor; given by the composition
T
F −!  ^T FG−! G^  ^T
is universal for cocontinuous hyperfunctors into additive geometric homotopy theories.
For the nal condition of (6:1) implies that G^  ^ is idempotent on geometric
homotopy theories.
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